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Abstract—Since the process of transforming user requirements to modeling constructs are not very well supported by domain-specific frameworks, it became necessary to integrate domain requirements with the specific architectures to achieve an integrated customizable solutions space via artifact orientation. Domain-specific modeling language specifications of model-driven engineering technologies focus more on requirements within a particular domain, which can be tailored to aid the domain expert in expressing domain concepts or used process models. A capable solution is given by an artifact orientation that stresses on the results rather than expressing a strict dependence on complicated platforms for model creation and development. Based on this premise, domain-specific methods for producing artifacts without having to take into account the complexity and variability of platforms for model definitions can be integrated to support customizable development. In this paper, we discuss methods for the integration capabilities and necessities within a common structure and semantics that contribute a metamodel for artifact-orientation, which leads to a reusable software layer with concrete syntax capable of determining design intents from domain expert. These concepts forming the language formalism are established from models explained within the oil and gas pipelines industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Domain specific modelling languages (DSMLs) [8] are usually small, declarative languages; they are executable specification languages or simply any artificial language that can be used to express information or knowledge systems in a structure that is defined by a consistent set of rules. The rules are used for the interpretation of the meaning of components in the structure. Established development processes of DSMLs we have embraced require binding the syntactical concepts of the problem domain with the semantics of a solution domain [9]. This is accomplished by raising the level of abstraction and then focusing on domain concepts during design. But the challenge has been the lack of a semantic definition within the context of the defining metamodel. Most of them capture abstract syntax and constraints, but the issue of domain semantics is usually embedded in one or more code generators [10]. Some of them, for example DSML-based tools, such as Simulink has been slowed down by the lack of complete and formal semantic specifications, and has made the precise understanding of their syntax and semantics difficult [2]. Often users run a high risk of being constrained in a particular tool chain. This problem has negative impact on reusability of DSMLs, because a well-made DSML [6] captures the concepts, relationships, integrity constraints, and semantics of the application domain and allows users to program declaratively through model construction. We have therefore incorporated in this work a semantic module to alleviate this challenge. The aim is to offer designers modelling concepts and notations that are tailored to characteristics of their application domain [10]. The shift is a move toward an infrastructure for DSML design that integrates formal methods with practical pipeline engineering principles [11]. Artifacts in model-based design and development, however, are seen as a structured abstraction of modeling elements used as input, output, or as transitional results of a modeling process [3]. An artifact can feature particular structural and behaviour properties when precisely described using formal modeling concepts. Such descriptions will enable the combination of different and clear responsibilities to support a progress control for the production of artifacts. The possibility of the entire description and control process is enhanced through a semantic model within the process. Furthermore, for artifacts to be defined for positioning, the development environment must be capable of abstracting from complex methods or tools [4]. However, a primary step towards such definition and use consists domain component relations for a particular orientation process, in our case for the oil and gas pipelines domain, is a pipeline model. This guarantees that all coordinating component elements in a typical modeling scenario must have distinguishing vocabulary of what will be exchanged within this semantic model [12]. Once the semantic model is defined, it is requisite for components and all their attributes and values to start working based on the mechanics of the constraints in it. This achieves finally a seamless integration of a semantic module in a domain specific language to ease design, code generation, and quality assurance in software development [5].

II. RELATED WORK

In terms of supporting stakeholder competing modelling intents in the oil and gas pipelines industry, a software development effort aimed at collaboration and easy access to view points are crucial for successful artefact productions. Besides the effort required for understanding a computer aided design system or other programming platforms in defining custom models, the inclusion of a semantic model in a DSML formalism as in our case will provide any functionality for...
applying and executing models satisfying stakeholders design intents. Jie Hu et al. [13] in their approach presented a semantic model for academic social network analysis. The social network is a system of common players of some conformity. What they did was to integrate a semantic model in their analysis program to properly and effectively represent, manage and use various social networks. It was a semantic model that can naturally represent various academic social networks especially various complex semantic relationships among social actors. Focusing on graphical user interface (GUI) programming, Neelakantan and Nick [14] described in the software metrics a semantic model as an ultra-metric structure that enforces causality restrictions and allows well-founded recursive definitions. Their aim is to capture the arbitrariness of user input by allowing a user to decide the stream of clicks sends to the program so that the non-linear part of the language is used for writing reactive stream-processing functions, whilst the linear sublanguage naturally captures the generativity and usage constraints on the various linear objects in GUI. Our semantic model actually gets beyond the GUI and moved on to manipulating generation of artefacts. A Semantic-Web Approach for Modeling Computing Infrastructures was developed by Mattijs et al. [15]. Their main contribution is the Infrastructure and Network Description Language (INDL) ontology. The aim of INDL is to provide technology independent descriptions of computing infrastructures, including the physical resources as well as their network infrastructure. Unlike INDL, our DSML for oil and gas pipelines was not based on multi-processing environments rather it focused on a collaborative communication pathway for proper orientation of components. Méndez et al. [7] in their work explained a metamodel for artefact-orientation based on fundamentals and lessons learned in requirements engineering. They looked at repetitive activities complicating a standardized RE process such as dependencies and used process models. They then provided a promising solution through artefact orientation that emphasizes the results rather than dictating a strict development process. This approach compliments our own especially placing much emphasis on the results rather than relying on complicated design or programming platforms.

III. METHOD AND MATERIALS

The domain of consideration is oil and gas transmission pipelines. A pipeline system dedicated for transmission of oil and gas from wells to tanks for storage or to refineries for processing. Such pipeline system includes pipe sections joined with fittings and other supports features such as flanges, fittings, bolting, gaskets, valves, hangers and the pressure containing portions of pipeline components. The components of the pipeline systems, which are here referred to as the pipeline model are represented as AutoCAD graphics objects that depict the typical pipeline fundamentals, materials and joints [1]. These pipeline models, as shown in Fig. 1, actually form the instance of the semantic model.

Now expressing these models in a language definition specific to the mechanisms of oil and gas pipeline systems, internal communication among collaborative sub-systems are created in a domain model. The domain model contains the semantic model incorporating the abstract syntax, semantics and the concrete syntax definitions of the language that captures the metrics of the pipeline engineering field; the stakeholder can then interaction with the system through a guided interface and the system can then match these inputs with the parsing grammar to produce desired artefacts.

A. Semantic Definitions

The domain model incorporates all of the communication abstractions and their relationships. The semantics units within the abstraction layers are precisely defined to capture concurrency so that the systems should meet the requirements of the operating environment. The semantics are defined in the sense of oil and gas pipeline product line model (PPM). A product (P) of the feature model holds information regarding a set of leaves. The model (M) holding values of products as a subset of primitive nodes, and the constraints (C) are the rules guiding the specific definitions.
\(\text{APPMisatriple}(P, M, C)\)

where:

\[ P = \{p_1, p_2, p_3, \ldots, p_e \mid \text{thesetofleaves}P = p(F)\} \]

\[ M = m \in \text{MisthesubsetofthenodesoftheFD:} M = pN \]

\[ C = \phi \in \Phi; \text{arethesatisfystableconstraints} \]

**Definition 1**

The conceptisinthemodel: \(r \in m\)

(a) If xor – nodeisinthemodel, exactlynoneofits

subfeatures: \(q \in m\)

\(\Rightarrow \exists! n \cdot q \rightarrow n \wedge n' \in m\)

(b) I faand – nodeisinthemodel, allitssubfeaturesare: \(k \in m\)

\(\Rightarrow \forall n. (k \rightarrow n \Rightarrow n' \in m)\)

\(\text{(c) Themodelmustsatisfystheconstraintset:} \forall \phi \in \Phi, m \models \phi \)

where:

\[ m = n_1 \text{mutex} n_2 \rightarrow n_1 \text{and} n_2 \in m; \]

\[ m = n_1 \text{requires} n_2 \rightarrow n_1 \in 2 \rightarrow n_2 \in 2 \in m \]

ii. Satisfytextualconstraints: \(\forall \phi \in \Phi, \text{models} \models \phi, \)

where \(r \models n_1 \rightarrow p_1 \models \Rightarrow p_2 \in \text{false}\)

iii. Satisfythegraphicalconstraints: \(\forall (n_1 + n_2) \)

\[ \in C, (n_1 + m, n_2 + m)\text{isttrue} \]

**Definition 2**

The productlinewithasettow feature\( \text{leaves}(F)\) of the \(\text{PMPMisvalidmodelm} \in \text{Miff}: \)

(a) The conceptisinthemodel: \(r \in m\)

(b) If productisinthemodel, exactlyoneofits

features: \(q \in m\)

\(\Rightarrow \exists! n. q \rightarrow n \wedge n' \in m\)

Defining the parameters for pipeline build:

\[\text{Build Pipeline Parameters}\]

\[\text{Build Pipe}\]

\[\text{Size Eq Dimension}\]

\[\text{Builder * End Id}\]

\[\text{Pipeline Build metrics} \quad \]

\[= \text{shape|direction|component|fittings|joint|support} \]

\[\text{Eq} \quad \]

\[= ^* = \]

\[\text{Builder} \quad \]

\[= \text{Builder Id} \quad \]

\[\text{Point Eq Position} \quad \]

\[\text{End Id} \quad \]

\[\text{Position} \quad \]

\[= \text{origin|attributes|length|slope|terminal} \quad \]

\[\text{Definitons} \quad \]

\[= \text{Definition *} \quad \]

\[\text{Definition} \quad \]

\[= \text{Define Id Shape}; \quad \]

\[\text{Width Eq Number; Thickness Eq Number} \quad \]

B. Semantic Model Specifications

The operational mode is hinged on the description of the grammar content of the input parameters in the formal notations. Which means all aspects of a typical design scenario, criteria reports and fabrication operations can be generated, providing operators with information on the pipelines current installation requirements. Fig. 2 is a hypothetical pipeline build event that is carried out in real life.

Following the necessary structural framework that must be put in place for DSM to implement its core operations, Fig. 3 is showing the creation of the grammar fragments in BNF notation for defining the various pipeline build metrics of the language.
what the users want them to do and then produce clear design specifications for pipeline physical assets such as pipes, valves, active equipment (pumps, compressors, etc.), insulation and supports. Common and differing functions are also abstracted and represented so that specific design scenarios can be evolved as an adaptation or refinement of the pipeline model.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The underlying engineering principles in the domain model logic and their relationships are the user centered composition rules of the semantic model comprising the events handler. The domain model which represents the relationships and classes of the core features of the application domain captures all the semantic behaviors of these features in the form of concepts and specifications. In order to evaluate these semantic behaviors as the overall performance of the modelling system, a text template transformation, as shown in Fig. 5, is performed on the build tab to trigger a transformation of the class templates to the target platform (i.e., the UI text editor platform) that loads the DSML program.

The resultant effect of the internal working mechanism is that the DSML interpreter program (i.e., the event handler DSML scripts) runs as a layer over the semantic model (i.e., the library framework) and populates it. Illustrated in Fig. 6 is the semantic representation, it is the in-memory object model with the state of events of the same input metrics that our DSML describes.

During parsing, which is the next stage, the interpreter program running on the target platform acts on the events states and comes up with a result oriented abstract syntax tree (AST). In the context of our DSML, the semantic model representation has clearly indicated the data binding process to be an object binder that specifies the event states. The events become more vivid in the form of text inputs from the UI, also, the template transformation has made it possible for the functionality of a new text editing platform i.e. the creation of the editor. What happens is that the components container binds the data source from the internal representations to the DSML model, particularly to the root node of the model. Shown in Figs. 7 (a) and (b) is code snippet for the data binding actions that performs the user control in the editor with a resultant example of a typical modelling action.

![Fig. 5 Template Transformation](image5)

![Fig. 6 Semantic Model Representation](image6)

![Fig. 7 (a) User Control](image7a)
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

It is important to note that DSML models are constructed using concepts that represent stakeholder’s targets within the oil and gas pipeline application domain. Specification of a semantic model therefore means that the actual repository for the concepts of the language (i.e. its vocabulary) and their relations have to be organized to enhance communication during modelling. The modelling language internal mechanism can then enable it to follow the domain abstractions and semantics, allowing users to perceive themselves as working directly with domain concepts. With this capability of a well-defined semantic model, the artefacts are oriented during modeling at the level of stakeholder input through the defined concrete syntax editor to a solution that gives the result of the particular design intent. In this way, modeling through complicated platforms is carefully tackled. In the future, a high-level decision scheme can be specified to manipulate orientation standards within the language framework for easy processing of resource requests from the application model.
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